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rithm. Numerical error analysis and computational test reveal that with essentially
higher accuracy it is as fast as FFT-based Weideman’s algorithm at a regular size of the
input array and considerably faster at an extended size of the input array. As this exponen-
tial series approximation is based only on elementary functions, the algorithm can be
implemented utilizing freely available functions from the standard libraries of most pro-
gramming languages. Due to its simplicity, rapidness, high-accuracy and coverage of the
entire complex plane, the algorithm is efficient and practically convenient in numerical
methods related to the spectral line broadening and other applications requiring error-
function evaluation over extended input arrays.
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The complex probability function is defined by the following integral [4,10]WðzÞ ¼ i
p
Z 1
1
exp t2 
z t dt;where z = x + iy. It is convenient to represent it as a superposition of the real and imaginary partsWðzÞ ¼ Kðx; yÞ þ iLðx; yÞ;
whereKðx; yÞ ¼ y
p
Z 1
1
exp t2 
y2 þ x tð Þ2
dt ð1ÞandLðx; yÞ ¼ 1
p
Z 1
1
x tð Þ exp t2 
y2 þ x tð Þ2
dt: ð2Þ. All rights reserved.
).
S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902 1895The function K(x,y) is widely applied in radiative transfer as it describes the broadening process in absorption and emission
of the atomic and molecular gases on the Earth and solar system planetary atmospheres [19]. It is commonly known as the
Voigt function where the input parameters arex ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2
p
ðm m0Þ=aDandy ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2
p
aL=aD;m is the frequency, m0 is the frequency at the line center, aD and aL are the Doppler and Lorentz half widths at half maximum.
The complex part L(x,y) is also widely used as it can describe spectral behaviour of the index of refraction in various disper-
sive materials [5,6].
Applying the Fourier transform, the real (1) and imaginary (2) parts of the complex probability function can be rewritten
as [4]Kðx; yÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
p
p
Z 1
0
exp  s
2
4
 ys
 
cos xsð Þdt; 1 < x <1; y > 0ð Þ ð3ÞandLðx; yÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
p
p
Z 1
0
exp  s
2
4
 ys
 
sinðxsÞdt; ð1 < x <1; y > 0Þ; ð4Þrespectively. It was shown earlier that at y > 0 the complex probability function can be reduced to complex error function
[4,8]wðzÞ ¼ expðz2ÞerfcðizÞ; ð5Þwhere erfc(a) = 1  erf(a) is the complimentary error function of complex argument a.
None of the integrals above have analytical solutions. However, the last two integrals (3) and (4) may be advantageous for
numerical methods and many algorithms, developed for accurate calculation of the Voigt and complex error functions, are
derived on their basis (see e.g. Srivastava–Miller model proposed in Ref. [22]).
The most widely used approximations of the Voigt and complex error functions utilize rational polynomials [10–
12,14,21,23,24]. Although rational polynomials provide the accuracy sufficient for most practical tasks, the higher accuracy
may sometimes also be required. However, approximations that provide high-accuracy remain problematic since an
improvement in accuracy drastically decelerates the computation. This becomes particularly evident when massive input
arrays are used for high-spectral resolution in spectral line broadening applications.
While for a moderate spectral resolution few millions computed points may be sufficient, a high spectral resolution re-
quires them up to hundreds of millions or even more than a billion. Therefore it is essential to develop efficient algorithm
providing highly accurate as well as rapid results.
In this paper we describe an algorithm based on an exponential series approximation for the rapid and high-accuracy cal-
culation of the Voigt and complex error functions. Compared to the approximations of K(x,y) and L(x,y) functions involving
the real [2] and complex [3] rational functions, the proposed exponential series has considerable advantages for algorithmic
implementation.
We applied MATLAB 7.9.0 supporting array programming features. A typical desktop computer Intel(R) Quad CPU with
RAM 4.00 GB was utilized.2. Approximation methods
2.1. High-accuracy approximations at smaller y
The problem related to calculation of the Voigt and complex error functions at smaller y is very common perhaps in the
most of known approximations. This problem can be resolved for instance by partitioning a complex plane along certain
level of y below which, say at y 6 103, an appropriate approximation can be applied. In this section we will consider two
approximations of this kind.
The first approximation of the complex error function can be readily obtained by substituting well-known equation of the
error function of complex argument [1,15]erfðzÞ  erfðxÞ þ exp x
2
 
p
1 exp 2ixyð Þ
2x
þ 2
XN
n¼1
exp n2=4 
n2 þ 4x2 2x exp 2ixyð Þ 2x coshðnyÞ  in sinhðnyÞð Þ½ 
( )
ð6Þinto identity (5). In order to perform the error analysis, we can apply the following equations
Fig. 1.
substitu
by Leut
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K x; yð Þ  Kref : x; yð Þ
 
Kref :ðx; yÞ
andDL ¼
L x; yð Þ  Lref : x; yð Þ
 
Lref : x; yð Þ ;where DK and DL are the relative errors, Kref.(x,y) and Lref.(x,y) are references for the real and imaginary parts of the complex
error function, respectively. As references for Kref.(x,y) and Lref.(x,y) functions we applied Algorithm 680 providing highly
accurate results that may be limited by machine accuracy [18]. Despite moderate calculation speed, the accuracy of Algo-
rithm 680 is nearly perfect and in excellent agreement with other results reported recently elsewhere [16,25].
Fig. 1 shows the logarithms of relative errors for the real (upper panel) and imaginary (lower panel) parts of the complex
error function obtained by substituting Eq. (6) into (5). The colour bars on the right sides of two panels indicate the order of
accuracy. As we can see from the both panels of Fig. 1, at y < 4 this approximation works perfectly well; the blue and dark-
blue colours in the contour plots indicate the highly accurate numbers that can match up to the last decimal digits with those
obtained by Algorithm 680 [18]. However, the accuracy drastically decreases with increasing y. As a result, this approxima-
tion is limited from upper side by value y  5 indicating an accuracy 105 that corresponds to orange colour.
Another interesting approximation of the error function of complex argument that can also be obtained by Fourier expan-
sion (see Appendix A) is given byerfðzÞ  2tm
p3=2
XN
n¼1
an
n
sin
np
tm
z
 
þ a0ffiffiffi
p
p z; ð7Þwherean 
ffiffiffi
p
p
tm
exp n
2p2
4t2m
 !
: ð8ÞThe approximation (7) has very rapid convergence that can be estimated from Fig. 2. Particularly, at N = 19 the difference
e(x) between ‘‘true’’ error function and its approximation (7) is smaller than 4.5  1014 (the domain Dt/2 = 6 has been cho-
sen according to Milone et al. [17]). As this approximation is highly accurate for the real argument x, it is reasonable to expect
the high-accuracy at smaller values of y as well. Therefore the approximation (7) may also be practically useful for complex
error function approximation.
Substituting approximation (7) into identity (5) we getwðx; yÞ  eðxþiyÞ2 1 2tm
p3=2
XN
n¼1
an
n
sin
np
tm
ðixþ yÞ
 
 a0ffiffiffi
p
p ðixþ yÞ
" #
: ð9ÞThe accuracy of the real and imaginary parts of approximation (9) can be seen from Fig. 3 in the upper and lower panels,
respectively. At y 6 4 the approximation (9) provides the highly accurate results that can be better than 108. However,The contour plots for the real log10DK (above) and imaginary log10DL (below) parts of the complex error function approximation obtained by
tion of Eq. (6) into identity (5). The considered domain is 0.01 6 x 6 15 and 0.01 6 y 6 15. The value of the integer N dependent on x and y is given
enegger, Ref. [15].
Fig. 2. The difference e(x) between error function and error function approximation (7) in domain 6 6 x 6 6 at tm ¼ 6 and N = 19.
Fig. 3. The contour plots for the real log10DK (above) and imaginary log10DL (below) parts of complex error function approximation (7) in the domain
0.01 6 x 6 5.5 and 0.01 6 y 6 5.5 at N = 45.
S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902 1897the accuracy of approximation (9) also drastically decreases with increasing y. Once again taking as criterion an accuracy
105 (orange colour), the upper boundary of parameter y in approximation (9) can be found as 4.5. Despite the fact that this
upper limit of the input parameter y is slightly slower than that of in the previous approximation, the use of Eq. (9) has an
advantage in terms of calculation speed.
In Eq. (9) the sine is a ‘‘slowest’’ function in computation. The argument of the sine function depends upon index n. As a
result, the sine function has to be determined over and over again N times for summation. However, there is no the need to
calculate directly all sin(na) terms and acceleration can be achieved by using the identitysinðnaÞ  2 cosa sinðaðn 1ÞÞ  sinðaðn 2ÞÞ;
where a = p(ix + y)/tm. Hence, computing directly only arrays sin(a) and sin(2a), the remaining N  2 terms can be deter-
mined recursively according to this identity. Such a way, we can gain a significant acceleration in computation of the
complex error function.
2.2. Boundary-free approximations
As an alternative to approach above, a boundary-free approximation can be effectively used in order to avoid undesirable
division of the complex plane z = x + iy in calculation of the Voigt and complex error functions.
1898 S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902One of the efficient boundary-free algorithms providing highly accurate and rapid computation is the Weideman’s algo-
rithm [23] based on the following approximationwðzÞ  p
1=2
L izþ
2
L izð Þ2
XN1
n¼0
anþ1
Lþ iz
L iz
 n
; ð10Þwhere an are FFT-based expansion coefficients and L = 21/4N1/2. Although the corresponding algorithm is slower than the
Humlı´cˇek algorithm, it provides the accuracy that is better by several orders of magnitude. Nowadays theWeiderman’s algo-
rithm is perhaps most rapid among those providing an accuracy better than 106.
Another boundary-free approximation of the complex error function can be recast from [3]Kðx; yÞ  1
2
ffiffiffi
p
p
XN
n¼0
an
inpsm þ s2my
 
1 e inpþsmyð Þ cosðsmxÞ
 þ e inpþsmyð Þs2mx sinðsmxÞ
s2mx2  ðnp ismyÞ2
"
 inpsm  s
2
my
 
1 einpsmy cosðsmxÞ
  einpsmys2mx sin smxð Þ
s2mx2  ðnpþ ismyÞ2
#
 a0 y e
smy y cosðsmxÞ  x sinðsmxÞð Þ½ 
2
ffiffiffi
p
p ðx2 þ y2Þ ð11ÞandLðx; yÞ  1
2
ffiffiffi
p
p
XN
n¼0
an
s2mx e inpþsmyð Þ s2mx cos smxð Þ þ inpsm þ s2my
 
sin smxð Þ
 
s2mx2  np ismyð Þ2
"
þ s
2
mx einpsmy s2mx cos smxð Þ  inpsm  s2my
 
sin smxð Þ
 
s2mx2  npþ ismyð Þ2
#
 a0 x e
smy x cos smxð Þ þ y sin smxð Þð Þ½ 
2
ffiffiffi
p
p
x2 þ y2ð Þ ; ð12Þwhere the Fourier expansion coefficients arean  2
ffiffiffi
p
p
sm
exp n
2p2
s2m
 
: ð13ÞIn particular, it can be shown that the superposition K(x,y) + iL(x,y) results in a simple representation (see Appendix B):wðzÞ  i
2
ffiffiffi
p
p
XN
n¼0
ansm
1 ei npþsmzð Þ
npþ smz 
1 ei npþsmzð Þ
np smz
 
 a0 1 e
ismz
z
" #
: ð14ÞIn contrast to approximations (11) and (12), the approximation (14) deals only with a single complex argument z = x + iy, not
with its real x and imaginary y parts separately. This gives some advantages in algorithmic implementation. In addition,
applying approximation (14) for the complex error function we can avoid a separate computation of the real and imaginary
parts by Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively. Consequently, the use of the single approximation (14) saves time in computation
by about factor of 2.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Error analysis
The accuracy of approximation (14) is in excellent agreement with that provided by Algorithm 680. As we can see from
Tables 1 and 2, the numbers generated by Algorithm 680 and approximation (14) within the domain 0.01 6 x 6 15 and
0.01 6 y 6 15 may match up to the last decimal digit.
Although the accuracy provided by approximation (10) is very high, it is generally dependent on the parameter y. Since
the decrease in accuracy with decreasing parameter y is not drastic, it can be sustained by increasing integer N determiningTable 1
The numbers generated by Algorithm 680 and approximation (14) for the real part of the complex error function (the
Voigt function) within the domain 0.01 6 x 6 15 and 0.01 6 y 6 15.
Parameter x Parameter y Algorithm 680 Approximation (14)
0.01 0.01 9.887176929549547E1 9.887176929549550E1
0.5 0.5 5.331567079121750E1 5.331567079121748E1
1 1 3.047442052569128E1 3.047442052569125E1
2.5 2.5 1.167371250446503E1 1.167371250446503E1
5 5 5.696543988817697E2 5.696543988817698E2
7.5 7.5 3.777752935846000E2 3.777752935845998E2
10 10 2.827946745423246E2 2.827946745423245E2
12.5 12.5 2.260351678541391E2 2.260351678541391E2
15 15 1.882714532513676E2 1.882714532513676E2
Table 2
The numbers generated by Algorithm 680 and approximation (14) for the imaginary part of the complex error function
within the domain 0.01 6 x 6 15 and 0.01 6 y 6 15.
Parameter x Parameter y Algorithm 680 Approximation (14)
0.01 0.01 1.108529605747726E2 1.108529605747765E2
0.5 0.5 2.304882313844584E1 2.304882313844584E1
1 1 2.082189382028316E1 2.082189382028317E1
2.5 2.5 1.079085859964814E1 1.079085859964814E1
5 5 5.583874277539103E2 5.583874277539103E2
7.5 7.5 3.744329372959514E2 3.744329372959511E2
10 10 2.813843327633690E2 2.813843327633689E2
12.5 12.5 2.253130329137736E2 2.253130329137736E2
15 15 1.878535427799565E2 1.878535427799564E2
S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902 1899the number of the summation terms. In particular, when the integer N = 24, the accuracy 106 is sustained at yP 103
whereas to sustain the same accuracy at yP 105 requires the integer N = 32.
The comparison shows that the approximation (14) is significantly more accurate than approximation (10). Fig. 4 illus-
trates the relative error contour plots within the domain 0.1 6 x 6 15 and 105 6 y 6 104 for the real (left frames) and imag-
inary (right frames) parts of the approximations (10) and (14), respectively. Comparing Fig. 4a with b one can see that the
accuracy of the real part of approximation (10) at N = 32 is 106 while the accuracy of the real part of approximation (14) atFig. 4. The frames (a) and (b) illustrate the contour plots of the real DK part of the complex error function in the domain 0.1 6 x 6 15 and 105 6 y 6 104
corresponding to approximation (10) at N = 32 and approximation (14) at N = 23, respectively. The frames (c) and (d) are the contour plots of the imaginary
DL part of the complex error function in the domain 0.1 6 x 6 15 and 105 6 y 6 104 corresponding to approximation (10) at N = 32 and approximation
(14) at N = 23, respectively.
1900 S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902N = 23 is 109. The accuracy of the imaginary part of the approximation (10) is essentially better and equals to 1012 as
shown in Fig. 4c. However, the accuracy of the imaginary part of the approximation (14) is better by two orders of magni-
tudes – it is equal to 1014 as Fig. 4d shows.
3.2. Computational optimization and test
The speed optimization in approximation (14) is achieved mostly due to exclusion the repetitive computation of the
exponential multiplier eismz. Specifically, the expressions eiðnpþsmzÞ and eiðnpþsmzÞ in the nominators inside parenthesis of
approximation (14) can be rewritten as the multiplications einpeismz and einpeismz respectively. Now we can see more explic-
itly that only three arrays eismz; smz and z are involved in computation. All other summation terms and multipliers in approx-
imation (14) like einpe inp, np, etc. are just scalars that being computed momentarily does not contribute at all for
computation time.
In approximation (14) the exponential multiplier eismz is the ‘‘slowest’’ array for computation. There are different ways to
accelerate exponential function by rational polynomial approximation methods (see e.g. Ref. [20]). However, this is abso-
lutely unnecessary. Since eismz is independent of n, there are no reasons to repeat the computation over and over again
N + 1 times – it can be computed only a single time. Once computed, the resultant array is substituted into summation.
Due to this technique, the computation of Eq. (14) becomes de facto as fast as a rational approximation.
In addition, the optimization is also gained by appropriate implementation of the array programming method. It is well-
known that in the most practical cases the array programming is a key factor for effective computation. However, the im-
proper choice of the array dimension can decelerate the computation. We have found empirically that 1D array program-
ming (i.e. vector programming) provides the best result in terms of the speed optimization. The increase of the array
dimension does not necessarily improve the efficiency. By comparison, the programming with 2D arrays results in deceler-
ation by two orders of the magnitude. This might occur due to unnecessary allocation of the extended intermediate data in
the computer memory. It should be noted that further gain in speed can be obtained by compiling an executable file with
help of Matlab Compiler [7].
Fig. 5 shows the computation acceleration factors at different values of N. At N = 14 the performance of the algorithm
based on approximation (14) is slightly faster by about 8% and at N = 23 it becomes slightly slower by about 12%. Unlike
approximation (10), the approximation (14) does not need an increase of integer N for more than 23 due to its rapid conver-
gence. As follows from Fig. 4a, for the required accuracy the integer N in approximation (10) should be equal at least to 32.
Since the required integer N in approximation (14) is smaller, the acceleration factor increases by about 7%. All calculations
reflected in Fig. 5 were performed by averaging calculation time for input array z consisting of five million elements.
Another important aspect is related to size of the input array that can be effectively handled by an algorithm. From this
point of view the implementation of the approximation (14) is considerably advantageous. The increase of the computation
time with increasing size of the input array is usually non-linear. Such non-linearity is more intrinsic to the Weiderman’s
algorithm (see Matlab code in page 1511, Ref. [23]) that decelerates the computation at extended input array size. Due to
this phenomenon, the acceleration of the algorithm based on approximation (14) becomes considerably greater – by factor
more than 2.5 when the input array exceeds 30 million elements.
The approximation (10) requires specific function files performing FFT operations to get the reduced matrix of expansion
coefficients. While these function files are typically available in the most of the Matlab distributives, other traditional14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
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Fig. 5. Acceleration factor of the complex error function approximation (14) at different values of integer N. For comparison, the red line shows the
acceleration factor at N = 23 in approximation (14) and N = 32 in approximation (10).
S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902 1901languages like Fortran and C/C++ require them separately since none of these function files are available in their standard
libraries. The approximation (14) utilises only elementary functions that are freely available in any standard library. There-
fore the utilization of approximation (14) may be practical and convenient in various numerical applications.
4. Conclusion
The error analysis shows that the algorithm based on approximation (14) provides highly accurate results for the Voigt
and complex error functions. The computational test reveals that it is as fast as FFT-based Weideman’s algorithm at a regular
size of the input array and faster by factor more than 2.5 at an extended size of the input array. This algorithm is based on
elementary functions that are freely available in a standard library of most programming languages. Due to its simplicity,
rapidness, high accuracy, and possibility to cover the entire complex plane, this approximation is efficient and practically
convenient in the spectral line broadening applications.
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Appendix A
Let us represent the exponential function exp(t2) as a trigonometric series by Fourier expansion, valid within the do-
main [tm, tm]:expðt2Þ ¼ lim
tm!1
X1
n¼0
an cos
np
tm
t
 
þ bn sin nptm t
 
 a0
2
; ðA:1Þwhere the expansion coefficients an and bn are given byan ¼ 1tm
Z tm
tm
expðt2Þ cos np
tm
t
 
dt ðA:2Þandbn ¼ 1tm
Z tm
tm
expðt2Þ sin np
tm
t
 
dt ¼ 0:The coefficients bn are equal to zero since exp(t2) is an even function. Any integral in Eq. (A.2) can be found analytically asan ¼ 
ffiffiffi
p
p
2tm
exp n
2p2
4t2m
 !
Im erfi
np
2tm
 itm
 
 erfi np
2tm
þ itm
  	
;that can be simplified at tm?1 in form of approximation (8).
The definition of the error function of complex argument iserfðzÞ ¼ 2ffiffiffi
p
p
Z z
0
expðt2Þdt; ðA:3Þwhere z = x + iy. Substituting the Fourier expansion series (A.1) into Eq. (A.3) yieldserfðzÞ ¼ lim
tm!1
2ffiffiffi
p
p
X1
n¼0
an
Z z
0
cos
np
tm
t
 
dt  2ffiffiffi
p
p
Z z
0
a0
2
dt: ðA:4ÞSince Z
cos
np
tm
t
 
dt ¼ tm
np
sin
np
tm
t
 
;the Eq. (A.4) can be rewritten as approximation series (7).
Appendix B
Combining the real and imaginary parts (3) and (4) and applying an identity cos(a) = (eia + eia)/2, we can express the
complex error function aswðx; yÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
p
p
Z 1
0
exp  s
2
4
 
exp iðxþ iyÞs½ ds: ðB:1Þ
1902 S.M. Abrarov, B.M. Quine / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 1894–1902It was shown previously [2,3] that in order to obtain high accuracy, the exponential multiplier in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be ex-
panded into Fourier seriesexpðs2=4Þ 
XN
n¼0
an
2
exp
ipn
sm
s
 
þ exp  ipn
sm
s
  	
 a0
2
; sm 6 s 6 sm; ðB:2Þwhere the corresponding expansion coefficientsan ¼ 
ffiffiffi
p
p
Im
1
sm
exp n
2p2
s2m
 
erfi
np
sm
 i sm
2
 
 erfi np
sm
þ ism
2
   	
;can be simplified as given by approximation (13) when the conditionn 6 s
2
m
2p

 is satisfied [2,3]. Substituting the Fourier expansion series (B.2) into (B.1) and replacing the upper limit by the margin value
smP 12 [2,3,9,13] yields the following approximation of the complex error functionwðx; yÞ  1
2
ffiffiffi
p
p
Z sm
0
XN
n¼0
an exp
inp
sm
s
 
þ exp  inp
sm
s
  	
 a0
 !
exp iðxþ iyÞs½ ds: ðB:3ÞIn Eq. (B.3) each integral term can be found analytically. This leads to the approximation (14) of the complex error function.
It should be noted that approximation (14) can also be obtained directly from (11) and (12) by superposition as
K(x,y) + iL(x,y). Although such approach is trivial, it is very tedious for derivation.
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